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We were unable to make the presentation on the 14th January,
however we have reviewed the presentation slides you posted on the
website.
It is our understanding that the village plan is a free form document. We
presume that this means that there are no prescribed ways of defining
the plan other than it has to be reasonable.
With this in mind, is it be possible, in addition to expanding the
settlement boundary as proposed, to include reasonable
restrictions and conditions to be taken into account when deciding any
future planning application relating to the extended settlement boundary
areas?
Western side of Colwall green (7A)
No comments
Area behind village hall (9A)
Our only comment would be that any development there should not
impact on activities at the village hall e.g. there should be no new noise
or parking restrictions at the village hall due to the new residential
areas.
Area behind Brookmill Close (10A)
No comments
Two "infill" plots off Redland Drive (16A)
No Comments
Picton Nurseries Area (1A)
Whilst we have no issues with this area being included in the new
settlement boundary, we have a number of comments about this plot
that we would like to be included so that they can be considered in any
planning application..
1) The quality of the architecture
We would like to reiterate the point made in the landscape assessment
Annex B about this plot.
"...However it must be noted that built form on this highly visible site
would only be acceptable if the design / architecture is of
exceptional quality to reflect the local importance of its location, at the

gateway to Colwall from the north and on a corner site between Walwyn
Road and Brockhill Road..."
This point should be foremost in the decision to grant planning in the
future.
2) Character of the area
As one enters the village the landscape changes from wooded with very
few building visible (notably the two lodge houses) to the more
residential and built up core of the village. This character was
considered important in the landscape assessment as it formed a
"gateway" to the village.
In our opinion this character should be protected by ensuring any
development on the plot is set back from the road and is well
screened.
One possibility would be to form the settlement boundary so that it is
several meters back from the boundary of the plot and Walwyn Road.
This would only require the careful defining of the settlement boundary
in this area.
We have provided a mock up of what the view leaving the village would
be like if there was development up to the boundary and no screening.
Current view:

Mock up with no boundary screening (worst case):

Mock up with "hard" boundary screening (less than ideal):

Mock up with softer boundary screening and set back (the minimum that
should be allowed):

3) Proposed density

The proposed plot density of 11 dwellings seems high when considered
with:



point (1) about architecture of exceptional quality
the density of the housing in the plots immediately adjacent
(The Winnings, Brockhill Road, Old Court, Broadwood Drive).

We feel a maximum of 6 dwellings or, at most, 8 would allow the site to
fit better with the character of the area. Furthermore some
consideration should be given to "splitting" the site with several plots
being accessed off Brockhill Road and the remainder off Walwyn Road.
In addition if some plots were accessed off Brockhill Road they would
offer an opportunity for a number of new build dwellings with
exceptional and individual architectural merit.

Mock up showing the plot with a similar density to the surrounding area
(layout for example only)

4) Current access to Walwyn Road
The current access to the plot is via a shared entrance with The
Winnings. This would need would need to be significantly improved if it
was to be used as an entrance to the plot. Consideration should be
given to an alternative entrance point as that point has several drives, a
road, a footpath and a bus stop all on top of each other.
5) Bus stop
The current request bus stop has no provision. Would it be possible for
a condition so that any future development of the plot would include the
provision of a small facility (little more than a sheltered bench) in
keeping with the style of the village (i.e. brick and tile rather than glass
and aluminium)

Downs School (17A,19,20)
If the area currently used by the Downs school were no longer to be
used for a school, it is clearly a target for residential development both
via conversion of existing structures, demolition and new build and

greenfield new build. We have no objection to this other than our desire
to see the school continue to operate.
We have some concerns relating to the boundary between The
Winnings (plot 1) and the main school buildings (plot 20).
1) Width of public footpath along boundary
Currently there is a public footpath that starts at Walwyn Road, runs up
along the lower drive of the Winnings before cutting across the
boundary to run along on the School side of the boundary. With the
exception of the cut through point, the foot path is at least 3m wide for
it's length. This footpath also provides vehicular access to Hazel
Cottage and is used by us to maintain the boundary hedge. We would
be strongly opposed to any attempts to reduce the width of the footpath
or to build "upto" the boundary line or to increase the height of any
structures above the current heights.
We propose that the settlement boundary line be on the western edge
of the public footpath and specifically along the existing building line.
This would provide the strongest protection for the footpath width. To
prevent future confusion this boundary should be explicitly mentioned
and, if possible, called out in a detail view.

2) In addition, to preserving the footpath width as it currently is, we
would like a condition that any future development on this plot be no
higher than the existing buildings. Ideally we would like the restriction
to be "no higher than any existing buildings at the location or 2 inhabited
stories, whichever is lower."
3) The future of the playing field (plot 18) if there is no school
We also question the viability of plot 18 (the playing field) remaining as
a public space if the school is no longer using it. We do not question the
landscape value of that plot remaining clear, but point out that unless
the plot is actively maintained it will tend to "go wild" and then become a
target for development as "waste ground". As Colwall already has a
cricket ground an alternative use would need to be found. Would it be

possible to include the conversion of the playing fields into some sort of
public space, e.g. parkland with a significant play area as part of any
permission to build on the school plot. The exact nature and design of
the public space could be decided at the time of conversion but if the
requirement for a conversion could be attached to the inclusion of the
school into the settlement boundary it may make the position clearer
and easier to enforce.

